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 Overview 

 Why Queries require changing V9.2 
◦ Dropped Records 

◦ Field changes 

◦ Application changes 

 Retro-fitting your queries 

 Query Best Practices 

 Documentation 



 Institutional Queries can be retrofitted in the FPRE 
database (used for User Acceptance Testing) 
◦ URL:  fpre.gafirst.usg.edu 

◦ Password:  Contact Security Administrator 

 

 Queries can be retrofitted until close of business 
on February 25th. 

 

 Queries in FPRE are from 1/9/2015 production 
backup 
◦ Reminder-Query Freeze:  Any query changes made in 

production after 1/9 will need to be made in FPRE as well 
so it will exist in production after upgrade. 

 



 The queries in FPRE (UAT) as of February 25th will be 
migrated to the new upgraded production 9.2 
environment 

 

 Queries can be created and updated after go-live as 
well but working on the queries in FPRE ensures that 
they will be ready to go immediately upon upgrade. 
 

 This is also a good opportunity to cleanup (rename or 
delete) any unused or obsolete queries. 

 

 Recap:  
◦ Production Queries as of 1/9 migrated to FPRE 
◦ Queries can be updated in FPRE until 2/25 
◦ Queries in FPRE will be migrated to the upgraded Production 



 Why were records (tables) dropped? 
◦ Dropped because record (table) was a BOR modification 

that was eliminated as part of the upgrade. 
◦ PeopleSoft delivered tables were dropped. 

 

 Each institution will receive a list of dropped 
records and their institutional queries that are 
impacted. 
◦ The list will include some recommendations of what record 

to use in place of the drop in 9.2. 
◦ The list only includes institutional queries that follow the 

standard naming convention where the query name is 
prefixed with the institution id.   
 You will need to look for others that do not follow the standard 

naming convention 

 
 
 



 Queries with dropped records will not be accessible 
in 9.2 (UAT or Production). 

 

 If you have a query that includes a dropped record, 
we recommend recreating it in FPRE while you still 
have access to it in 8.9. 
◦ Use the existing 8.9 query to recreate it in FPRE. 
◦ Determine if there is a different record you should use in 

9.2 in place of the dropped record. 
 

 If your query was an institutional version of a BOR 
query, you may be able to use the BOR query to 
recreate your version 



 Information provided for dropped Records 

 

 

 

 Information provided for queries impacted by 
dropped records. 

 

 



 Some records had field changes 
◦ Fields deleted 
◦ Fields added 
◦ Fieldnames changed 
 

 Queries with field changes will be automatically 
updated but updates need to be reviewed 

 

 Some of your queries may not need modification if 
the field being changed is not critical information in 
your query.   
 Example - Some queries may be pulling all fields in a 

record even though some of those fields are not 
necessary 

 



 Each institution will receive a list of changed 
records/fields and their institutional queries 
that are impacted 

 Information provided for field changes 

 

 

 Information provided for queries impacted by 
field changes 

 

 





 Query automatically updated to reflect 
change in fields 

 

 



 Query in 8.9 (record B is BOR_JRNL_WF_VW) 

 

 

 

 

 Query in 9.2 (deleted fields removed) 



 New PepleSoft records/fields 
◦ Queries for Workflow may change because of new 9.2 

workflow records (ePro & GL). 

 
 Changes to BOR modifications 
◦ In Expenses, we previously had BOR fields on a PS 

delivered table, EX_SHEET_LINE.  In 9.2, we moved those 
fields to a BOR record, EX_MIL_DTL_BOR 

◦ In Budget Prep, the Budget Period field was relabeled to 
Budget Ref.   
 

 Dropped BOR tables that are no longer needed 
◦ There were BOR tables that housed 7.5 data that are no 

longer needed 



 When a field is replaced, the new field is 
unchecked on the updated query.   

 

 Example: Budget_Ref 

 

 

 







 Queries with dropped records will need to be 
rewritten using new recommended records 

 

 Queries with field changes will need to be 
evaluated to see if they still provide the data 
needed  

 

 All institutional queries should be evaluated  
at some point to ensure that they are needed 
and are providing the appropriate data  

 

 

 



 Query name should always start with your three 
digit campus code (first three digits of your 
Business Unit) and your initials. 
◦ Do not name a query that you edit or create with the prefix 

BOR since all delivered model queries use the BOR_XXX 
naming convention. 
 

 If you rename a query, both the old and new query 
will exist.  You should delete the query with the 
incorrect name. 

 

 Deleting queries: 
◦ Only the person who creates a private query can delete it. 
◦ Anyone with public query access can delete a public query. 



 

 Documentation 
◦ Query Best Practices document 

◦ Query Change Spreadsheet 

 Each institution will receive a spreadsheet with their 
impacted queries 

 Four tabs:  

 Dropped Records 

 Queries impacted by dropped records 

 Field Changes 

 Queries impacted by field changes 

 

 

 




